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We're very glad to receive that award .Proud to be
member of Soltec. Thanks to Director Board .We
promise to improve working skill incessantly ,learn
more to get more experience from forebears
Contribute for Soltec development .Thank you!
We wish Soltec develop ,get orders more and more
.Soltec brand become famous brand in the world
Make profit for company ,high salary for employees
.To get that ,all members should unite ,improve
working skill ,working attitude. If we can do that ,I
believe that your dream ,my dream will be come true.
We should open classes which train welding ,take XRay. Purchase more modern machines to serve work
to increase productivity.

I'm very glad to receive that
award .I hope everyone work
well to get that award also.
My biggest dream is always
complete all the tasks.
SOLTEC VN is the great
potential company .

1. I'm very glad to receive that award ,thanks to Director
Board ,especially ,is Mr.Cong and welding team.
2. My dream is get more knowledge about Japanese to
serve for working experience learning.
3. SOLTEC VN is the company has the working model and
management following Japanese view. I wish SOLTEC
VN get the growth further more and build more
constructions reach world's standard.

1. I'm very glad to receive that award .Thanks to all
members.
2. I wish I'm always healthy to earn money to take
care of family.
3. SOLTEC VN always prove ability in fabricate
products with high quality ,make prestige in the
market. Bring to us the best life. Thanks to Director
Board.

Distance from Nhon Trach district center is about 35km , National Highway 51 , towards
to Vung Tau city , coming to NSG site is located at My Xuan A Industrial Park . Here,
Soltec employees are working for the annealing furnace project ( LEHR Casting ) ,
Soltec undertake the fabrication and installation of Casting , pedestal & Beam which are
imported from Japan and Soltec also perform the installation for this section
The project has started from Jan/ 2014 to now ,
the work is 80 % completed . Workplace conditions
relatively favorable because the work is done inside
the factory , the support of crane , the work environment
is relatively clean.
In the process , has received enthusiastic help from the
experts of Chugai Ro ( Mr.Okuda & Mr.Ogura ) as well
as the investor NSG ( Mr.Kawaguchi & Mr.Thinh ) .
Besides the favorable, Soltec staffs also face some difficult issues related to
transportation , such as tricycles are not allowed to enter inside so it’s difficult to carry
small materials and equipment , to takes a lot of time and manpower to receive
equipment from the company to submit works . Relocation of materials and equipment
from
outside
to
perform
manually
with
nearly
1km
long
way.
.
All members are working with a high spirit of cooperation . Also do not forget to thank the
support and help from factory on time ,give the favorable conditions for work at site .
Thank you .. !
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Close up SOLTEC VN

Vu Ba Thanh (39)
Birthday : April 30th ,1975
,I'm not good in this field ,I will get the drunk
1 Oh
with one glass of beer only.
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Surely , that is the health ,because if I'm healthy,
I can do everything better.

3 Everyone should try with the best with me ,SOLTEC VN is the best company until now.
Phan Anh Kiet (36)
Birthday : Octorber 21th ,1978
drinking ,4 times a month ,about 3 to 4 cans on Friday or Saturday .
1 II like
don't drink a lot because its not good for my health as well as my job
caused I'm driver.
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I have 2 wishes.
1 / My family is always full with laughter and happiness.
2/ SOLTEC VN ,where I am working will get development,
give me the chance working in along time here because there are many good
friends and colleagues.
I'm very glad being member of Soltec VN .Here ,all Japanese Managers and all
members are very close and joyful.
I believe that SOLTEC VN will get the growth further more and have the stable stand
in Vietnam.

Tran Viet Minh (41)
Birthday : ,1973

1 I can not drink.
2 Health , happiness.
3 Soltec's members are very dynamic ,creative.

清水先生の日本語講座
Shimizu Sensei’s Japanese Lesson
There is a word “OMOTENASHI” in Japanese. This “OMOTENASHI” is the word that was a major factor in Japan
to be decided to Olympics 2020 last year.

“OMOTENASHI” means the follow of below.
1. Reception/ service toward customers.
2. Entertains to customers.
3. Behavior/ an attitude of mind
4. A treatment with courtesy

These above reasons were evaluated as Japanese culture in the world. Now in the how did them became a
Japanese culture.
There is a tea ceremony as a representative of Japanese culture. Among the Japanese culture, “Wabicha” is
accomplished by Sen Rikyū (which is a style of Japanese tea ceremony particularly associated with Sen Rikyū) is
know by many people.
1. He was summarized in "Rikyū’s seven rule" in the teachings of the tea ceremony “OMOTENASHI”.
2. 1Make a delicious bowl of tea. (to do something, concern about feeling and situation of your companion.)
3. Lay the charcoal so that it heats the water. (Be clear for the main points of the preparation and the
arrangement.)
4. Arrange the flowers as they are in the field. (To express should be more briefly and well know the
essence.)
5. In summer suggest coolness; in winter, warmth. (To have a heart to concern to others in your mind.)
6. Do everything ahead of time. (Try to have a peace in your mind.)
7. Prepare for rain. (Assume to be prepared a sorrow for all.)
Give those with whom you find yourself every consideration. (Have an innocent mind when in contact with the
things.)
From these 7 precepts means “Prepare perfectly and direct pleasant experience for your guests”, and this idea
that feels the moment that is once n an encounter and greeting guests with all my heart which is from the
proverb “A once-in-a-lifetime chance,” became the source of "OMOTENASHI".
It happens in Vietnam as well. And I have invited from my friends in Vietnam, and had received OMOTENASHI.

※2 Sen Rikyu

※1 “A once-in-a-lifetime chance”
Ichigo Ichie

Tea

TO SOLTEC VIET NAM
VOICE FROM CUSTOMER

Q1 What is your first impression on SOLTEC VN?
My first impression of SOLTEC VN is since SOLTEC VN is Japanese
company, so the quality and delivery date is always on time and solid.
The workers in the factory DO greet everyday in Japanese, and I have
felt so comfortable to work with them. I now know why I hear “SOLTEC
VN” everywhere all the time in Vietnam.

Q2 Are there any improvements that SOLTEC VN needs to change?
Well, my company has the same situation sometime, but you should
have more communication often between the office and factory. I
understand that SOLTEC VN is such a big company, so it happens, but
they do not know what I told them to do.
Then you need “Matsusho corporation.” lol
We will try our best to build a more cooperative relationship for the
development.

Q3 What do you expect from SOLTEC VN?
I would like you to take us to plant industry of Vietnam even more!!
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